
TILING SOLUTIONS
SIMPLIFIED™

Six3Tile Pro Kits make it quick and easy for rapid renovators to turn over freshly
updated, rent-ready units to new residents. Our simple, interlocking design
eliminates the need for tile-per-tile spacing and can be grouted immediately - 
saving you time and money.

Turn any contractor into a Six3Tile Pro with no additional tools or skills required.
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Standard Patterns

Subway Running Bond 4”x16”

Subway Running Bond 12”x24”

SHOWER & TUB SURROUNDS

BENEFITS

Watertight seal

Installs in less time
than traditional tile

Pre-cut panels fit
Shower & Tub dimensions

RAPIDLY REFRESH OUTDATED
SHOWER AND TUB SURROUNDS

Tub Surround Pro Kit
   9 tile panels = 64 square feet
Shower Surround Pro Kit
  12 tile panels = 84 square feet

Take decades off your unit with simple installation and
timeless styles that don’t break the bank.

Six3Tile Shower & Tub Surround Pro Kits can be applied
to moisture-resistant drywall, cement backer board, or
over pre-existing tile for fast, simple installation that
works for any multifamily unit.

With tongue-and-groove panels that create a
watertight seal, any contractor can update your unit’s
shower and tub surround with a durable solution for
incoming residents.



Standard Patterns

Subway Running Bond 3”x6”

Subway Stacked Bond 3”x6”

Subway Herringbone 3”x6”

Hexagon 4”

BENEFITS

Hassle-free, grout
immediately

No special tile skills
or tools required

Quick and easy, reduced
resident displacement

BACKSPLASH

Backsplash Pro Kit
   5 tile panels = 30 square feet

TAKE THE COMPLEXITY OUT OF
TILE INSTALLATION

Cut to industry-standard cabinet height, Six3Tile
Backsplash Pro Kits save you time and money with
pre-cut tile panels that any contractor can install and
grout in an afternoon.

Unlike traditional tile, Six3Tile can be grouted immediately
for rapid renovation in occupied or unoccupied units.

Simply cut the panels to fit around outlets and use
construction adhesive to keep panels in place. Avoid the
hassle of ceramic tile and achieve the same, premium look
with durable PVC tile that’s designed to last.
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SIX3TILE PRO KITS

YOUR NEXT RAPID RENOVATION IN ONE KIT
We’ve simplified the tiling experience. Six3Tile Pro Kits include everything you need
to rapidly renovate any outdated kitchen or bathroom with modern, luxury tile.

Simply cut, attach and grout immediately for a refreshed room renovation that
requires a fraction of the time of traditional tiling methods.

Learn more at www.SIX3TILE.com
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